Introduction
The article aims to recognize the elementary types of attributes which -in the process of evaluation of academic institutions of business profi le -are identifi ed by their clients (students). These attributes can potentially offer a strategic indication to decision-makers in independent colleges, since they can be treated as an opinion of the market to be taken into consideration while constructing and modifying the market offer. On the other hand, for public colleges -the natural competitor of non-public academic institutions -they make a source of refl ection and the basis to take decisions whether or not to rival the latter, relying on a similar business model or to rather apply a different strategy and offer attributes which are not provided by the sector of non-public schools. The article covers the following sections: independent education in Central Europe and in Poland -transformations, evaluations, the image of a college vs. represented attributes, Vol. 20, No. 2 Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland of labor resources fi nds a positive refl ection in the form of growth in the GDP per an employed person.
The unfavorable change in the situation in the higher education market after 2007 has been connected with the fact that a number of weak institutions with small numbers of students are being liquidated or taken over by stronger players. There is a consolidation process under way in the higher education system in Poland, both in the public and non-public sectors. It is prognosticated that within the coming 10 years more and more independent academic institutions will be experiencing serious fi nancial problems (Sojkin, Bartkowiak, Skuza 2015, pp. 209-224), which will most probably accelerate the consolidation process even more. Thus, the structure of the educational market is changing, with the strongest players remaining in it, as it is easier for them to fulfi l the norms imposed by the National Qualifi cations Framework resulting from the Bologna Process.
The image of a college of higher education
It is said that the image is the key element, which allows the distinguishing of one fi rm and its products and services from many others. Organizations not only create their best possible image, but also one which suits the market needs most. Such actions mean that there is a will to adjust the image of the fi rm to the expectations of its target group.
Even as late as a few years ago there was a belief in the Polish market that creating an image by a college is not congruent with its academic character. That conviction, however, underwent a change together with the appearance of nonpublic academic institutions in the market. They began to create their own images and pay more and more attention to this element. The main aim of the image management was the need to attract students and to differentiate themselves from others. In the opinion of G. Druteikiene, a university which enjoys a good image has a greater competitive advantage over others (Barney 1991, pp. 99-120) . This goes in line with the statement that the image of an organization is a greater attribute, the more unique (Rao 1994, pp. 29-44) and the more diffi cult to copy (Barney 1991 , pp. 99-120) it is.
Ever since colleges of higher education realized how important their image is in winning prospective students in the competitive market, they have been taking care of their attractiveness more intensively. Through the intensity of these actions, they caused the role of the image to grow even more, which -in turn -translated into an increase in competitiveness for students between them (Hosseini, Naha 2012, p. 68). This trend, which has been observed in the market Vol. 20, No. 2 AGNIESZKA DEJNAKA, KATARZYNA KULIG-MOSKWA, KRZYSZTOF ŁOBOS, JOANNA NOGIEĆ, MIROSŁAWA SZEWCZYK of academic institutions, indicates that increasing the signifi cance of colleges' image can have a positive infl uence on the place they occupy in ranking lists (Azoury, Daou, El Khoury 2013) . This means that the image has become the key factor to colleges and the marketing policies which they run. Such actions have also caused the signifi cance of the college brand to grow stronger, in the same way as the perception of it by potential students (Sung, Yang 2008, pp. 357-376) .
The promotional actions are not limited to merely informing about the educational offer, but are supposed to create positive opinions about individual colleges (Szwacka-Mokrzycka, Abutalibov 2014, pp. 169-179). In order to accomplish this, a college needs a strong and recognizable brand that is part of its image, often in the form of a verbal or graphic symbol, which is more and more often made use of by academic institutions in the Polish educational market. It needs reminding that the idea of creating a trademark in the US higher education market is nothing new, although initially this raised certain apprehensions and dilemmas with reference to this type of institution. However, it must be remembered that all institutions are in need of a strategy to create their own brands so as to be able to succeed in the era of modern marketing (Duesterhaus, Duesterhaus 2014, p. 170). The need for creating a brand by a college of higher education in the Polish market does not provoke controversy any longer. It seems that colleges in Poland have already passed from the fi rst phase, connected with forming strategies of brands, to the second one consisting of their practical realization.
New approach to the university management
Colleges are part of a competitive market and their existence is decided by the interested party, in particular, client-students and the assets of a college as perceived by them. There is thus the need of a new approach. In the opinion of P. Herr, in today's conditions in a functioning higher level educational market, colleges can successfully use the principles of management of their brand to secure competitive advantage for themselves (Herr, 2008; Lockwood, Hadd 2012) .
According to M. Geryk (2012, pp. 133-134) , it is of paramount importance "to make efforts to form an organization based on universal values. This needs to be complemented with suitable moral and ethical attitudes of people concentrating around colleges. As regards other institutions of the social structure, colleges of higher education stand out by means of a specifi c system of values they adhere to". It is also worth quoting A. Kamińska (2015, p. 73) , who believes that education is a public good and, what is more, that "the specifi cs of an academic institution Vol. 20, No. 2 Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland consists in its functioning in a given tradition, that is within a commonly accepted set of values and norms of behavior".
From the point of view of a college as an organization, it should be considered in at least two different contexts: as marketing values or social values (Pawłowska, Witkowska, Nieżurawski 2010) . Dealing with the problem of assets from the client's viewpoint, the social value is signifi cant, which is defi ned as a set of features, benefi ts which the interested group perceives in the college. In the social meaning, the college has an asset when it satisfi es the needs of the interested group. An asset is what they consider to be valuable (Masłyk-Musiał 2012, pp. 109-124). In a natural way, if the college fulfi ls students' expectations, this translates into motivation to study in it. This means that in the Polish market of colleges of higher education, one can observe a dualism of attributes: on the one hand, colleges should preserve a certain academic character and the values attributed to it; on the other one, however, they should aim at attaining effectiveness of management (Geryk 2013, p. 127) . The question arises here whether this is possible in practice. Following the changes occurring at the level of higher education in the world, it is evident that such a dualism has already taken place.
Universities are identifi ed with certain academic values which they pass on to their students, and which make the basis of their personal sustainable development (Iqbal The connection between the academic and social attributes is also expressed in each student's feeling part of their college (Anderman, Freeman 2004). They feel accepted and supported by all members of the social environment of the college. Accordingly, an agreement between the college's social and academic goals is signifi cant as it depends on both students' motivations and sense of belonging to the institution, as well as on the very college itself (Kennedy, Tuckman 2013). The above-mentioned considerations indicate that the academic character is a certain set of values which distinguish colleges of higher education from companies dedicated to solely obtaining profi t. Among the distinctive values, those of the social character stand out. Despite the visible dualism of the academic and economic values, it can still be concluded that those of the economic nature are not dominant.
Students' expectations of colleges of higher education
Adjusting colleges' offers of study courses to the needs of the market forces colleges to conduct research into expectations and the motives behind studying. Relevant studies concerning motivations, which were conducted in the Technical University of Warsaw, showed that the following are the most important for students and candidates: chances of getting higher salaries, acquisition of knowledge, fi nding interesting jobs. Attributes of lesser importance are connected with belonging to the elite, fi nding new acquaintances and friends, and the very pleasure of studying itself (Masłyk-Musiał 2012, p. 113). In another study, students of the Economic University of Poznań were asked to indicate what attributes another college should possess to make them want to change one University for the other. The largest group of the questioned pointed to the prestige of the diploma of the eventual alternative academic institution (187 indications -21.06% of all the answers); second place was taken by greater chances of obtaining practical certifi cates and vocational qualifi cations (161 responses -18.31% of all the indications) and the third -by staying close to businesspractitioners (125 responses -14.08% of all the indications). These three options represent over half of all the responses. Such attributes as: atmosphere of study, knowledge, good teaching personnel, occupy quite distant places as regards the number of responses. It seems thus that the most signifi cant motivation held by people studying nowadays is their wish to fi nd a decent well-paid occupation. Vol. 20, No. 2 Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland Students do not tie the prestige of the college to either well-conducted classes or well-prepared personnel (Fazlagić 2012 , pp. 77 85). As regards the existence and development of a college in the competitive educational market, its image nowadays is gaining a greater and greater signifi cance in the eyes of foreign candidates. It follows on from the research carried out by Woodall and others, that British (native) students have different expectations of colleges from those of foreign students, which determines the image of colleges among candidates from abroad (Woodall, Hiller, Resnick 2014, pp. 48-67).
In turn, the report Future Work Skills 2020, discussing the competences whose role in the labor market will be growing in the future, mentions, among others, the skill of investing actions of one's subordinates with a meaning, digital competence, the skill of processing data and mathematical abilities, interdisciplinary, moving within a multi-cultural environment, project-oriented thinking or adaptability (profi ciency at thinking up unconventional solutions) (Future Work Skills 2015). The report called Foresight kadr nowoczesnej gospodarki (Foresight of Human Resources of Modern Economy) prepared by the Polish Agency for Development of Business Activity in 2009 reveals that in a manyyear perspective (10-20 years), both in Poland and in Europe, competences relating to managing knowledge, interpersonal communication, protection of intellectual property will be of value, so will knowledge of information technology, knowledge of foreign and branch languages, and making use of mobile technologies (PARP, 2015) .
Empirical research shows that in many domains of knowledge, higher education should be based, to a large extent, on vocational practices and contacts with the reality of performing different professions. This concerns such majors as nursing or construction engineering, but also proves true for accountancy. It turns out that as little as 100 hours of vocational practice in accountancy does increase the effectiveness of teaching vocational subjects related to the domain. In the opinion of the authors of the cited work, this should encourage colleges of higher education to act towards organizing practices of this type for students of accountancy before they take the fi nal exams to complete their studies (Stanley 2013 , pp. 779-799).
If we agree to perceive the whole of the educational process as a complex activity consisting of teaching and learning, then the fi rst sphere comprises mainly explicit and theoretical knowledge, the other -one's own work also including practicing the profession. This yields the effects in the form of informal knowledge and experiential knowledge. Such work-based learning that makes use of real contacts within the profession can considerably raise Vol. 20 graduates' orientation towards cooperating in the vocational environment and applying methods of group work (Tait 2009, pp. 192-197) . As it can be presumed, these features are vital in professions which, by their nature, are realized in an organized work environment -in institutions and enterprises, hence -in particular -in professions surrounding business.
The relay of generations and expectations of higher education
Changing generations and, more specifi cally -new generations' expectations of the system of higher education, exert a considerable infl uence on the functioning and perspectives of development of academic institutions in Poland. As regards organizations and educational systems in the world and in Poland, there are distinguished three generations to be functioning at the moment, that is: "Baby boomers", "Generation X" and "Generation Y". From the point of view of higher education and perspectives of strategic development, "Generation Z" and "Generation α" are also vital, as the former (in a short time to come) and the latter (not until several years from now) will turn into active recipients of services of higher education institutions. The generations can be characterized as follows: 1. "Baby boomers" are a generation of people born in the years 1946-1962, characterized by impatience, a belief in their changing the world; they are innovative, still after many years they return to traditions; the goal of their actions is development, they believe that there are no impossible things and display a small interest in the development of family (Masey 1979 ). 2. "Generation X" (another name gen-X) stands for people born in the years 1963-1977, who were the fi rst to get access to computers and the Internet; they are skillful at using computers. Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland is in the time of the dynamic increase in the signifi cance of the Internet and new communications technologies; for the members of this generation the so-called new technologies have existed "since they can remember" -are something common and casual -it can be said that modern technology makes their natural environment that is indispensable to their effective functioning, the basic point of reference here being the digital world; a world without computers, laptops or smartphones, and what is most important -without access to the Internet -is a real abstraction. Because of their Internet-based activity, they are referred to as Generation M (Multitasking) (Nieustannie podłączeni 2014). 5. "Generation α" -born after 2010, now children who were born in the time of almost Web 3.0, who instead of colored pencils are using tablets, chat on SKYPE and send invitations to their birthday parties in the kindergarten via Facebook; they are "netted" children, "immersed" in digitalization; computers are used by 10% of three-year-olds, 37% of four-year-olds and over a half of the fi ve-year-old. The decisive majority (over 90%) grow up having a computer around and observing how older family members use it -is a conclusion of the latest Diagnoza Społeczna (Social Diagnosis) 2013 (Czapiński, Panek 2014) . When the children enter schools, the latter will have to be prepared to teach the former in a different way. They are changes which are happening already now. In most of the US states, the school curricula do not include obligatory teaching of handwriting. The above-presented defi nitions emphasize the signifi cance of age as the factor in dividing into individual groups into generations. The criterion of age should not make the main basis for the division of users into individual generations though. Other important factors are also behavioral ones and broadly understood experience of users, along with their skills of perceiving advantages in a longterm perspective. As studies conducted in other countries show, knowledge of generations facilitates both designing strategic education and managing workers in fi rms (Choain, Dues, Braescu -Kerlan 2012). However, it needs to be underlined that certain features typical of generations are schematic features, thus departures from them may occur, relating to the behavior of individuals within one generation.
Changes stemming from a relay of generations are visible in expectations connected with education, including higher education, with some differences in the respective needs being presented in table 1.
It follows from Table 1 that the most expected manner of education that is common to all the generations are workshops. Coaching is interesting to Vol. 20 Generations X and Y (Raport Wiek w projekcie 2015). Generation X prefers tasks of hard and soft competences, whose realization time is short. Generation Z prefers simulation games, mostly those based on rivalry and Internet technology; they do not to want to work on their own on the basis of literature and show little interest in coaching. Additionally, Baby boomers, like Generation Y, expect great competences and specialist, complex tasks. On the other hand, Generation Z does not know for sure what knowledge they need, yet tasks ought to be interesting and created by a team. There are no detailed studies carried out relating to Generation α; nevertheless, education of the future is expected to enrich the traditional program with elements of multimedia (28%) and connecting traditional materials with Internet resources (22%) (Czapiński, Panek 2014) .
Innovative higher education should be prepared strategically for changes not only resulting from the relay of generations, but also those going on in the labor market, where technological progress and virtual and traditional actions intermingle, which also requires competency connected with acquisition and he processing of a large amount of information. Hence, the demand for professions, such as -among others -information broker or e-community manager -will be necessarily supplied. Vol. 20, No. 2 Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland
Method
The present studies were conducted on a sample of students from the group of Schools of Banking located in nine large cities of Poland. Thus, they covered a considerable territory of the country, with the dominance of the Western and Southern parts, basically not differing as far as the degrees of industrialization and urbanization are concerned in relation to the other regions.
The School of Banking has carried out cyclical research on attributes of the brand for years. For the needs of the present article the data obtained in the 2013 survey of students, which was realized with the application of Paper and Pencil Interview, was made use of. The students were asked, among other questions, to compare the image of the School of Banking with those of other colleges of higher education in the region, both public and non-public. The evaluations were executed with the use of a 5-grade scale (1=decisively worse than competitors, 2=slightly worse than competitors, 3=comparable to competitors, 4=slightly better than competitors, 5=decisively better than competitors). The sample of the surveyed numbered 7,753 respondents; however, the questionnaires fi lled in by those who had no opinion were eliminated to -eventually -allow 2,039 to qualify for the analysis.
The application of factor analysis was aimed to reduce the number of variables (attributes) through their peculiar ordering to distinguished factors. This makes it possible to examine the structure of inner dependences of multi-dimensional observations, as well as concluding on general regularities connected with leaving the variables in mutual relations. In this elaboration, the analysis of main components was used. The new variables are called main components (attributes). Each of the main components is a linear function of input variables. The main components are ordered in such a way as to make variations on successive main components smaller and smaller. Variations on the main components measure their resources of information on the examined phenomenon. The sum of variations of all input variables equals the sum of variations of the main components, which means that a conversion of input variables into the main components does not lead to any loss of information on the examined phenomenon. Several of the fi rst main components contain the decisive majority of information on the examined phenomenon, which is provided by input variables. This allows reducing the number of the main components with a possibly small loss of input information. Analysis of the main components was applied as the method of distinguishing attributes (Hill, Lewicki 2007 
Results
The results of the factor analysis are presented in Table 2 . Calculations allowed the distinguishing of three factors out of 24 variables. It should be noted that the variables from X 1 to X 12 describe the result of the comparison of the given feature between the students own college and state-run colleges in the region. In turn, the variables between X 13 and X 24 describe the comparison with non-public colleges in the region. Regarding the conducted factor analysis, three attributes explaining in total 65% of the variations were distinguished. Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland The most striking fact regarding the obtained results is that irrespective of what criterion of evaluation we come to deal with (level, exclusive character, stability and reliability, international character, practical profi le of the college, comfort of studying, modern character or innovativeness), all of them form one factor when comparisons are made with non-public colleges of higher education in the region -direct competitors of the School of Banking Group. Therefore, students are in no doubt that applying each possible criterion, they rank their own college higher than other non-public competitors and the character of criterion does not matter here at all. This may display a vital clue regarding the fact that in the case of private academic institutions, the individual brand and market image (School of Banking Group enjoys an excellent market opinion) are an important factor in the evaluation. The Group as a whole comprises about 55 thousand students, so apparently this factor also causes individuals to support the collective evaluation in the sense of adjusting to it ("If so many people choose the School of Banking Group, it must be better in every respect than other non-public competitors.") The fact that this is "my college" can be of some importance regarding the obtained result, as well ("It is not necessary to build up a sense of doubt whether or not I did the right thing to choose the offer of this non-public college.") Thus, this factor (Factor 1) comprises all Vol. 20, No. 2 AGNIESZKA DEJNAKA, KATARZYNA KULIG-MOSKWA, KRZYSZTOF ŁOBOS, JOANNA NOGIEĆ, MIROSŁAWA SZEWCZYK the examined variables, so far comparable with other non-public competitors active in the region.
In the case of variables which describe the comparison with public colleges of higher education functioning in the region, there manifested a clear-cut division into two factors: Factor 2 -describing the academic character of studying and Factor 3 -describing comfort of studying in the college, and that connected with employment perspectives after completion. It turns out that while making comparisons with other public colleges, students distinguish between their two features: academic level and leaning to practical applications. Despite the fact that the results of the comparison within the group of criteria referring to the former are still to the advantage of their own college, compared with public academic institutions in the region, the advantage is visible only to an insignifi cant degree. This may suggest that students are convinced that public colleges are perceived differently in the context of the academic character and this is their traditional attribute. The higher grades allotted to students' own college (see Table 2 , where 3= comparable to competitors, 4= slightly better than competitors) can be dictated by the fact they do not have full knowledge about this issue and often base their opinions on popular beliefs, yet also apply peculiar "reduction of potential doubts". Students are aware of private colleges being not as "academic" as their public counterparts. Nevertheless, most evidently, despite this, they choose a non-public college, which can imply the priority of practical and vocational criteria over the commonly understood and perceived "academic" nature of offers from other institutions.
The third factor is made of variables which describe the practical, vocational character of studying and comfort of studying in the given college and they are variables formed in consequence of comparisons with public colleges of higher education in the region. It can be noticed that, in this respect, students do not have any doubts that they made the right choice. Inasmuch as they rank academic assets in their colleges as minimally better in comparison with public counterparts, they unanimously assess the practical assets higher. The latter are traditionally associated with the offer from non-public colleges and are ranked high in comparison with public colleges. Therefore, if management does not want to deprive potential students of good reasons for studying, they must endeavor to make it very practical. For a college of higher education it is necessary to be either practical or academic, or -which is the best option -both practical and academic -it cannot allow itself not to possess either of these features. It seems that this is a vital practical guideline resulting from research carried out for decision-makers of business colleges in Poland. Vol. 20, No. 2 Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland
Conclusion
Perception of attributes of a non-public college of higher education with business profi le is the result of, among others, organization of studies, adjustment to labor market, availability of the college, its élitist character, comfort of studying, international character of the college, modern style or quality of education. In the article, results of studies of opinions offered by students of Schools of Banking in Poland are presented. Perception of selected attributes of colleges of higher education is analyzed. The factor analysis with the use of the method of main components distinguished three factors which explain 65% of the variations of variables: Factor 1 -describing the comparison with non-public colleges, Factor 2 -describing the academic character of studies (comparison with a public college), as well as Factor 3 -describing comfort of studying connected with prospects of employment (comparison with a public college).
To some extent, distinguishing three areas of students' perception can make the basis to formulate the following conclusions: 1. The high grades in the case of each criterion included in the studies and each area (practical profi le, comfort, prestige, quality, etc.) which the students allotted to their own non-public college, in comparison with other non-public competitors, can testify that the perception is infl uenced by the size of the group (because so many students attend this college, its offer cannot be poor) and the brand of the college recognizable in the Polish educational market. Obviously, this does not exclude the opinion being infl uenced by highly ranked quality of the market offer itself. Goodwill of the non-public academic institution and its position in the market can be an important factor in competitive advantage, especially at the time of demographic depression, when they can be decisive to attractiveness for the diminishing number of candidates. This can matter in the case of both current students and candidates for studies in colleges of higher education. 2. Students of non-public colleges perceive and, as can be supposed, understand on the synthetic level, what academic attributes are. Although they rank their own non-public college higher than public counterparts, the difference is minimal. This can testify to certain doubts which a comparison of public and non-public academic institutions raises regarding the academic character. However, according to the reason in this respect they give priority to practical attributes over academic ones, which in the case of educating -"mass" education, in a sense, geared towards "mass" professions -is rational (a practical approach and pragmatism contribute to a higher employment rate Vol. in professions of this kind of characteristics, while in others more subtle signals, like ones connected with erudition or exceptional intellectual competences, can be decisive). 3. Students of non-public colleges of higher education unanimously rank the practical dimension and comfort of studying higher in comparison with public colleges. Private academic institutions to a greater extent have learned to treat students as clients and to take care of their reception of the offered service and its important features, such as closer contacts with practical application, fl exibility, and adjusting to the needs of the labor market. In this respect, public colleges still experience the effects of a certain "ballast of the past", when the student was treated by the college administration and often by the didactic personnel, too, in a way different from the "market" one. The market-like approach to the offer of studying and adjusting it to expectations of clients-students can raise certain doubts. There appears the question: Which should come fi rst in shaping the attributes of the college: the demand for clients or the educational mission? Which of these is more closely related to creating values as primary ones? Should a college satisfy candidates' expectations or shape them with reference to the future which a young persona student -does not always realize?
Summary
Students' perception of attributes of independent colleges of business profi le in the market of higher education in Poland The article examines the general attributes which are in use by clients (students) in the process of evaluation of non-public colleges of business profi le in Poland. The evaluations are presented in comparison with other academic institutions having the same profi le, both independent and public ones. In the research part, the method of factor analysis was used with the aim of distinguishing the general values which are in students' use. The most important conclusion resulting from the work is that students of non-public colleges perceive two basic types of attributes regarding a business school, that is practical and academic assets, yet they are most clearly governed by a more pragmatic than academic system of values and choose colleges which -beyond any doubt -offer the model of vocational teaching supported by practice. Vol. 20, No. 2
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Streszczenie
Percepcja atrybutów uczelni niepublicznych o profi lu biznesowym przez studentów na rynku szkolnictwa wyższego w Polsce Artykuł traktuje o generalnych wartościach będących w użyciu klientów (studentów) w procesie oceny uczelni niepublicznych o profi lu biznesowym w Polsce. Oceny te są prezentowane w porównaniu z innymi uczelniami wyższymi o profi lu biznesowym, tak niepublicznymi jak i publicznymi. W części badawczej zastosowano analizę czynnikową celem wyróżnienie generalnych wartości będących w użyciu studentów. Najważniejszym wnioskiem wynikającym z pracy jest ten, iż studenci uczelni niepublicznych dostrzegają dwa zasadnicze typy wartości szkolnictwa biznesowego, jakimi są wartości praktyczne i wartości akademickie, lecz najwyraźniej kierują się bardziej pragmatycznym niż akademickim systemem wartości i wybierają uczelnie, co do których nie ma wątpliwości, że preferowany jest w nich model nauczania zawodowego wsparty praktykami. Generalnie takie wyniki badań nie powinny zaskakiwać, gdyż znaczna część młodszego pokolenia i osób pracujących w Polsce ma pragmatyczne a nie idealistyczne podejście do życia a dodatkowo intuicyjnie wykazuje przeświadczenie, że studiowanie wsparte praktyką jest bardziej efektywne, co potwierdzają badania innych autorów przytaczane w artykule.
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